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This is the fifth article in a series
hy writer Iloward VS'hitiuan on some
of the major prohlems confronting
U.S. piihlic schools today. In each
of ihc arliolcs, AVhilman reports on
a single facet of the complex school
situation. The next article in the
series will appear in a future issue

Report Cards: EGFU.
Parents in hundreds of communities have rebelled against th
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ORE new types of report cards have been introduced
in our schools—particularly elementary schools—in
the last ten years than in the preceding 300 years of
public education. Some cards substitute check marks for
grades. Some use S and U for "satisfactory" and "unsatisfactory" in place of a grade scale. Some mark "habits and
social attitudes," using check lists which contain such items
as "Seems well adjusted and happy." Some schools substitute a parent-teacher conference and eliminate report cards
altogether.
You may say, "What's the difference what kind of reporting system the schools use, so long as the children learn something?" Probably most parents felt this way a few years ago,
and undoubtedly many still do. Indeed, on the subject of report cards there would be hardly a ripple in our communities
if the only question were what signs or symbols to use.
Yet in hundreds of localities some parents have come to
the conclusion that changes in report cards may be evidence
of fundamental changes in the philosophy of education and
of life. Deeply concerned, they have tried to do something
about it. Then the storms have broken.
"I never want to go through anything like it again. It's
taken more out of me and my wife than anything else in our
experience," said Fred Gray, a parent of two school children
in Pasadena, Texas.
"It's been mighty rough on all of us," said Pasadena
Superintendent of Schools Vincent Miller.
These two were the prime antagonists in a report-card
controversy which swept their Texas town of 35.000 during
the first four months of this year. Pasadena is an industrial
community near Houston. Its people are mainly skilled workers and small businessmen; it is a family town of colorful
bungalows and well-kept gardens.
Pasadena is one of a number of communities I visited
while report card flare-ups were in progress. I have chosen
its story to tell in some detail because, at least in the early
stages of the dispute, it is typical of them all. Citizens in
many other communities will, I believe, say to themselves as
they read of Pasadena, "That's just about how it was in our
town." Moreover, Pasadena finally put the matter to a public vote, one of the few communities to do so. I arrived the
day the voting began (it lasted a week) and I left before the
ballots were counted. Thus I could hear the arguments on
both sides while the town's decision was still unknown.

The fight developed over SNUX (pronounced snooks) report cards.
The background: Before 1950, the elementary schools
used the traditional ABC system (A—90 to 100, B—80 to 89,
C—70 to 79, D—60 to 69, F—Failure). In 1950, the ABC
system was eliminated and a new report card entitled "Growth
Report" took its place. The marks were ESNUX, standing,
respectively, for "Exceptional accomplishment," "Normal
growth is taking place," "More effort should be made," "Unsatisfactory work" and "Needs special help." Furthermore,
each child was measured only against his own ability rather
than against the standard requirements for the grade he was
in. In 1952, the E was dropped, leaving SNUX.
Gray, who is personnel director of a chemical plant, related, "I first became disturbed about this new report card
when my daughter entered junior high, where the old ABC
system is still used. She had been getting all S's in elementary school and now started getting B's and C's. My wife
and I thought that was strange, since as far as we could see
from her elementary-school card she had been getting the
highest possible marks—all S's."
Other Pasadena parents became puzzled by the profusion
of S's on report cards—solid blocks of 60 and 70 of them—
and took a closer look at the new "Growth Report." What
did S actually mean? The report card defined it for them;
"Normal growth is taking place."
Report Cards Do Not TcII Entire Story
"But that doesn't really tell me how my child is doing in
school," complained Ted Pasternak, proprietor of a supermarket. With him in his crate-jammed office was John Magruder, manager of a local power-and-light company. He
added, "A child is inclined to take things easy, to try to get
by. He may have good mental ability, but as long as he can
get S's he's satisfied."
"What marking system would you prefer?" I asked.
"ABC's," Magruder replied. "That would let me know
where my boy stands. Now I just know he's passing. I'd like
to see where he needs to work harder—in what subject.
Then, by a little encouragement I could help him do better."
"But many educators regard the ABC system as unduly competitive, not geared to individual differences," I
pointed out.
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^NUX or ABC?

By HOWARD WHITMAN

iw marking systems. Here's the story beliind the controversies

"I prefer a competitive grading system," Magruder rejoined. "In the United States I hope a man will always be
rewarded by what he is able to produce. And our children
may as well learn that right now—in school. Otherwise it may
come as a shock to them later on to find that the grown-up
world doesn't operate on the SNUX system."
Again I interjected: "Another objection to ABC's is that
low marks discourage and frustrate some children."
Pasternak replied, "I don't see how that could be tragic.
If a child is doing poorly, why shouldn't his parents know
it? Wouldn't they do more to help that child if they
knew it?"
Later I met John Stalcup, manager of a retail department
store and father of four children in elementary school. He
told of one youngster who complained, "I got ten problems
right and another girl got four right and we both got S. That
isn't fair."
"Is it any wonder," Stalcup asked, "that when you tell
children they should do better in school they say, 'Why
should I, Pop? I don't get any better grade'?" He added,
"To work, to compete, to strive—that's no part of our school
system nowadays."
A Pasadena mother handed me her son's sixth-grade
arithmetic paper with three problems right out of five. In
percentage the paper would rate only 60, barely passing.
Yet is was marked S, top of the SNUX scale.
"Not only that," the mother related. "We get sixth-grade
composition papers with "when' spelled 'ween' and no capital
letters at the start of sentences—and they're marked S too.
When I asked the teacher, she said, 'Well, he got his point
across." Then I asked her, "What about errors?' And the
teacher replied, 'I didn't want to make him unhappy.'"
The discontent boiled over in February. Gray's wife had
gone to Superintendent Miller and been cordially received
but could get nowhere with her complaints about the grading
system. "1 was told that these things were worked out by
'experts' and that I just "didn't understand,'" Mrs. Gray recounted. Gray, a personal friend of the superintendent, had
stopped him on the street one day and suggested that the
SNUX system seemed more related to life in a welfare state
than to the free-enterprise, incentive system. He got nowhere either.
Finally, on February 17th. Gray telephoned the school
board and announced he would attend the next meeting and

poll each hoard member on how he felt about the SNUX
report card.
At the meeting Superintendent Miller offered a counterproposal; Why not appoint a committee to study the entire
grading system? Gray fought to have the issue put to a vote
of the parents but was overruled. Again the point was made,
"The average parent doesn't understand." Gray contended
that the parents understood plenty—and didn't agree.
Then Miller turned heatedly to Gray and demanded,
"Are you saying that this is Socialism and Communism?"
"No," Gray replied. "I am saying this type of grading
tends to condition the mind for Socialism and Communism."
The school board accepted Miller's suggestion that a
study committee be appointed. Gray wanted the names
drawn out of a hat, but again he was overruled.
Public Meeting Was Held
A committee of 41—including parents as well as schoo'
people—was set up by the board, and the study began. But
Pasadena had its dander up now, and for two months the
town seethed. Some citizens rallied around Gray; others
arrayed themselves against him. A public meeting was held.
Petitions were circulated. Telephones buzzed with charges
and countercharges. Gray found himself a target for rumors
and acrid accusations. Some former friends cut him on the
street; some people he hardly knew telephoned to say, "We're
with you. Keep up the good work!"
Gray, beleaguered, gossiped about, and up to his ears in
controversy, kept campaigning for a public vote. He feared
some spineless compromise. He wanted the ABC's back
plain and simple. "A whole loaf was taken away and we
want a whole loaf back, not half a loaf," Gray insisted.
Over the lovely little city of pin oaks and Chinese elms
and tallows, ill feeling mounted like a frowning cloud. Finally
a group of businessmen organized to bring peace back to
town, and after, innumerable talks, pressures and counterpressures, the study committee of 41 agreed—and so did the
school hoard—to hold a public vote on report cards. It was
set for April 15th to 22d.
During the week of balloting I had a long talk with Superintendent Miller, He seemed glad the matter was going
to be resolved one way or the other. "The SNUX report card
was arrived at after discussion with parents and teach-
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One town voted 5-1 to drop SNUX report
^ome people take
whatever they're offered

ers," he said. "At the time I favored it.
But I am taking this position now: I
am willing to accept whatever the parents arrive at democratically. We'll do
what the people want."
1 asked Miller how he felt about
competition. "We believe wholeheartedly in competition in education," he
said. "But keep in mind that a teacher
can eliminate competition with an ABC
system, too. She can give everyone
A's, or all B's. We want competition
to be the very heart and soul of our
educational process. If a youngster is
spurred on by the desire to equal or
surpass somebody he is going to do a
better job.
Educators Truly Professional

and some people ask
for wbaf they want

FOR THE FINEST QUALITY
MOTOR O I L M A P E -

ASK FOR
QUAKER
STATE
MOTOR OIL

WHY RISK TROUBLE, when you can get
sure engine protection just by saying "Quaker State, please!" Refined
from 100% Pure Pennsylvania Grade
Crude Oil, nature's best. Stable, longlasting, economical—the result of
over 50 years of constant improvement. Ask for Quaker State by name!
QUAKER STATE OIL REFINING CORP., OIL CITY. PA.
Member Pennsylvon/o Grade Crude Oil Associalion

"The philosophy behind the SNUX
system is only to reduce the number of
gradations; fewer grades would mean
less possibility of error. American education as I know it does not hold to
any extreme view. We would be doing
it a disservice if we assumed that it is
seeking to get down on that
dead level of mediocrity which
I abhor as much as anybody
else."
Elmer Ford, an oil-company
employee, who had headed the
study committee and strongly
opposed Gray, said to me, "I
have come to the conclusion
that educators are truly professional people. They're the real
experts and we ought to listen
to them and let them do their
work. I don't want to take any professors out to the plant to work my machines, and at the same time I don't
want to do their work."
The president of the Richey Elementary School Parent-Teacher Association, Mrs. Claude Hoerster, was
an outspoken advocate of the SNUX
system.
She said to me, "S is not an actual
grade. What it does is show me how
my daughter is doing in her group. It
eliminates complexes for students. I remember how a C in history plagued me
in school. If we'd had this system then,
I'd have gotten an S.
"Actually I can't see why parents
care so much just so the child is progressing. My children are so much
smarter than I was at their age—I think
the educators are doing a fine job. So
far as competition goes, the child's
friends are incentive enough. You
don't find the tenseness in the classroom that you used to; the children are
more relaxed.
"I go along with letting the child be
exposed to education—you can't help
absorb something even if you can't put
it on an exam. This competitive idea
is strictly for the parents; they're still
just little boys and little girls and they
just want to boast, 'My child made all
A's.' "
When Pasadena's election week was
over, 2,605 parents of elementary
school children had voted. The resuhs:
433, or 16.6 per cent, wanted to keep
the SNUX system; 28, or 1.1 per cent,
wrote in various suggestions not on the
ballot and 2,144 or 82.3 per cent, voted
to restore the ABC's. Promptly the
school board instructed Superintendent Miller to abandon SNUX and send
home ABC report cards commencing
with the fall term.
Pasadena settled down once more to

its factories, its shops and its gardens.
Similar dramas have been and are
being acted out in one community after
another across the land. Education in
our public schools has changed swiftly
in the last 20 years and, in a busy,
nerve-racked world, much of the
change has gone unnoticed. It is being
noticed now by a new generation of
parents who have grown up in an age
of conflicting ideologies and now have
children of their own in school. What
philosophy underlies our educational
system? For what kind of world are
our children being prepared? These
questions the new parents want answered. It is understandable that their
first delving into their school systems
should be spurred by report cards, for
these are the direct link between school
and home.
In Anne Arundel County, Maryland, the 53 elementary schools
switched last fall to an SN report card
—S for "Satisfactory progress," N for
"Needs improvement." A note to parents stated: "When the teacher records

Deep'Seated

Problewn

Men's clothes are full of pockets,
And children's full of rips,
But as my poundage rockets
My clothes are full of hips.
—JOYCE CARLILE

an S, it means your child is doing satisfactory work in terms of what can
reasonably be expected. If the teacher
records an N, it means that improvement is needed, because your child is
not doing as well as he can."
When the first new report cards went
home in November, some parents noticed little difference, but others—reading the definitions carefully—found a
whale of a difference. The former report card had measured each child
against the standard requirements for
the grade he was in; the new one measured him instead against his own ability.
Some parents began to ask questions:
Where in the adult world do we reward
people "in terms of what can reasonably be expected" of them? Don't we
reward them, or try to, on the basis of
what they accomplish? Who decides
what can reasonably be expected? How
do you know what a man—or a child
—is capable of unless you give him an
incentive to make the grade? Does a
man get a raise if he tells the boss, "I
may not be accomplishing much, but
that's all I'm capable of"?
By January, 650 parents had formed
the Parents Public School Committee.
William S. Shields, the president, characterized the SN report card as the
"Something for Nothing" system. He
charged, "It teaches youngsters to disdain competition. It saps the competitive spirit vital to our country. We
want our children, when they take over
as adults in our community, to have
been trained for our American competitive way of life."
As the controversy took on the peppery garnishment of public meetings,
petitions and personality clashes, Anne
Arundel County appointed a nonpartisan commission of 15 to search for an
answer.

cards

On May 26th, the commission
handed the Board of Education a
double-barreled compromise. It recommended, for the fourth through sixth
grades, two sets of marks—one showing the child's achievement according
to grade standards, the other showing
how well he was doing according to his
ability. In the first three grades, the
SN system was retained.
Many other communities also have
emerged from the report-card wars
with some kind of hybrid system. Chicago, for example, adopted the E G F U
system (pronounced "eggfoo").
The letters signify, respectively, "Excellent achievement," "Good progress,"
"Fair or acceptable progress" and "Unsatisfactory."
The system straddles the question
of whether the grades are related to
objective grade standards or tell only
how well the child is doing according to
his ability. E is defined as "a mark
given to the pupil who through industry and effective use of his abilities
has produced an exceedingly high quality of work," and F is defined as
"a mark given to the pupil who
has produced an acceptable
quality of work, all factors considered."
When I visited Greenville,
South Carolina, I found a report-card debate which did not
turn on symbols—but on the absence of them. Greenville uses
a "narrative report card": a
folder of five blank pages on
which, three times a year, the
teacher writes out in narrative form
how the child is doing. No grades are
given.
Spurred by the discontent of some
parents with this system, the P.T.A. at
Greenville's Donaldson School sent out
a questionnaire. The results were announced in February: 136 parents
were satisfied with the narrative report
card; 165 parents were not satisfied and
wanted some kind of grades or ratings.
A committee of parents and teachers
has been set up to restudy the Greenville reporting system.
Many Varieties of Cards
The variegated—and often complicated—report cards which have made
their debuts in recent years go far beyond the traditional listing of subjects
studied plus conduct and effort. Frequently they list long columns of "Social Adjustments" or "Habits of
Personal and Social Development."
Here the parents will find S's and N's,
or check marks, beside such items as:
"Contributes to group activities," "Accepts responsibility," "Works and plays
well with others," "Accepts trying situations," "Helps and plans in evaluating
room activities."
The cards sometimes develop into
brochures with 40 or 50 items to be
marked or checked. One teacher estimated that she had to work out and set
down 1,500 separate marks whenever
report-card time rolled around. She
also wondered just how a teacher
should mark such an item as "Tries
to prevent the spread of diseases." (She
finally decided to give everybody "Satisfactory.") In a private nursery school
in New York I encountered a report
card which listed the items, "Screams,"
"Cries," "Whines," "Spits," "Hits,"
"Bites" and "Grabs.". Each was to be
Collier's for September 17, 1 9 5 4
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Theyfe 'Angels on Wheels' when you take tenn Pullman

Travaling w i t h chlldr*n is no trial when you Go
Pullman. All the comforts of home are theirs to enjoy!
And there's a whole new wonderland-on-wheels to
delight them! (And isn't it comforting not to have to
fret about roads or weather?)

For littl* f o l k s a n d b i g , eating on the train
is an adventure. There's a mouth-watering variety of freshly cooked dishes to pick from. And
if you like, Pullman even looks after baby's
bottle! It's kept in the refrigerator and warmed
when you ask.

W h a n lt'« tlm» to turn in, there's no resisting
those big, inviting Pullman beds. Thrift note:
the children shown here in their family's Pullman
space are accommodated without paying Pullman
fare. This is just one example of how you can
save as you enjoy travel at Its finest.

Pullman c o m f o r t and railroad dependability
write a happy ending to the story of a family on
the move. You arrive rested and relaxed . . . on
time . . . right in the heart of town. And here's a
happy thought to take along wherever you go:
you're as safe in a Pullman as in your own home!

"Take if easy

Go

PULLMAN

Com-for+able, convenien-h a n d s a f e
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Have a "Rent-a-car" waiting for you. Ask your ticket agent.
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Dallas ashed for competitive

grades.

^'It^s the American way^^

marked Yes, No, Not Often or Sometimes.
Some communities have taken the
final step in their elementary schools
and eliminated report cards altogether.
They employ the "conference system,"
whereby each child's parents are given
an appointment to meet with the
teacher for 20 minutes and personally
talk over the child's progress. There
are no grades of any kind.
Concurrent with the shift away from
graded report cards, some advanced
public schools have adopted new policies on promotion. Instead of requiring children to reach a standard level
of proficiency and knowledge for promotion to the next grade, they offer
what is known as "social promotion."
The November, 1950, Bulletin of the
California State Department of Education explains the new idea as follows: "A grade is a group of children
or older youth organized for efficient
and happy work relationships that will
promote fullest development of their
individual and group capabilities. Progress from grade to grade should be a
matter of age and maturation as well as
of social and civic development."

them along and the bright ones figure Kansas, crystallized the matter in these
if they can get by cheaply, why work?" words: "Personally, I am not one to
Dr. Henry M. Wriston, president of label everyone a Communist simply
Brown University and former president because he does not think as I do.
of the Association of American Univer- However, when one calls for the abolsities, sees social promotion as some- ishment of all competition in the classhow fooling or deceiving children. He rooms, and doing away with rewards
declared, "Learning by hard work and for superior effort, he is merely advobj^ foresight to escape failure is one of cating for the childhood level the same
life's greatest lessons, and to short-cir- things that the Communists are decuit that lesson by abolishing failure by manding in our society for the adult
edict is to give a false definition of suc- level. If this policy is carried to the
cess and to lend an illusion of achieve- extreme in the childhood years, it
ment where none exists."
seems obvious that it prepares children
But the modern educator does not to fit better into a Communistic regiwant children to compete with one mentation than it does into a society
another for success. Wherever report- championing democracy and free encard conflicts have occurred—in West- terprise."
brook, Maine; in St. Paul, Minnesota;
in Wilmington, North Carolina; in AlWhy Report Cards?
toona, Pennsylvania; in Washington,
D.C., and in scores of other communiOne may reasonably ask how the
ties from coast to coast—the question idea of no grades, or grading-accordof competition has been close to the ing-to-ability rather than grading-acheart of the matter.
cording-to-achievement, got into our
Some worried parents have won- American schools in the first place.
dered whether educators were losing
William Heard Kilpatrick, the methsight of the fact that competition, in- odological father of Progressive Educacentive and reward are the essence of tion, took a stand against report cards
the free-enterprise society in which we as early as 1892. He then was a fledglive—the keystones of what might be ling teacher at Blakely, Georgia. His bicalled the American ideology. They ographer, Samuel Tenenbaum, quotes
Social Promotion Defined
know that pitted against this American Kilpatrick as saying:
" . . . I began very soon to introduce
One California parent put it in fewer, ideology today are the ideologies of colif less professional, words: "Out here lectivism, in which individualism is changes. To illustrate: in the first year
we promote them according to size." submerged to groupism, competition is at Blakely I continued the custom of
Social promotion has stemmed from virtually synonymous with evil, and the issuing regular report cards. I abolished
two roots: (1) The feeling of modern notion of achievement and reward is that in the second year; instead I wrote
educators that requiring children to jettisoned in favor of mass leveling. an informative letter to the parents,
meet grade standards in order to pass The goals and values of collectivism, telling them about the kind of work
harms the personalities of slow learners they point out, emanate from the old their child was doing. In my third
by giving them a sense of failure and Marxian slogan, "From each accord- year, I abolished even that. I made no
removing them from their social group, ing to his abilities, to each according to regular reports; I informed the parents
that if anything special developed
and (2) when you start marking stu- his needs."
While these parents have objected to about a child, I would discuss it with
dents on how hard they are trying
instead of on what they are accomplish- report cards that rate children accord- them personally."
When I spoke with Kilpatrick early
ing, it becomes almost impossible to ing to ability rather than achievement,
decide who shall pass and who shall they certainly have not—in any cities I this year in his apartment near Columfail; there is no longer any measuring have visited—accused the schools of bia University Teachers College, where
being Socialistic or Communistic. But he probably did more than any other
stick for promotion.
The result of social promotion as I they have wondered whether such prac- individual to shape modern education,
have observed it in scores of schools is tices were in tune with the American the eighty-two-year-old educator said,
that grades are not grades any more. way of life or mixed up with coUectiv- "The Progressive school doesn't have
A seventh-grade teacher may find her- ist goals and values. They have asked, grades. There should be no compariself with some students who have "Shouldn't the schools prepare children son to other students. I went to a Scotachieved only fourth-grade proficiency, for the kind of society they are going tish school once and asked, 'Who is
the best student?' and immediately a
some fifth-grade—and some eighth- or to live in?"
Dr. Kenneth McFarland, former su- boy raised his hand. But then I went
ninth-grade.
On the psychological question of the perintendent of schools in Topeka, to a Progressive school near Chicago
effect of failure, there is a difference of
opinion. Modem educators hold that
failure produces feelings of inferiority
and frustration. They maintain that
the school must provide a milieu where
every child, regardless of ability, shall
experience success.
But to the late Dr. Henry C. Link,
who directed the Psychological Service
Center in New York, the matter appeared in quite a different light. In
1951 he said: "One of the most damaging of all modern theories is the belief
that; children should be kept out of every situation that might give them a
sensie of inferiority—for example, that
children should not be given definite
marks for their school work, because a
poor mark will make its recipient feel
inferior. This delays the child in his
discovery of the realities of life."
Many parents I talked with regarded
failure as a necessary goad to bring out
the best in children. "Let them coast
along and you make leaners out of
"That canH be him, he said he'd
them," a father in San Diego, Calimeet us in a station wagon . . ."
FRITZ WILKINSON
fornia, remarked. "The slow ones get
the false idea that all life will just push
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and asked the same question and the
children simply scratched their heads
and said, 'We don't know.' Now that
is the way it ought to be."
Today's educator calls himself "modern" rather than Progressive. But
still the Progressives' antipathy toward
competitive grades and report cards remains—not in all schools certainly, but
in those which follow the so-called
modem lead.
Once report cards have been eliminated in a community's elementary
schools, its citizens may find that a
"study" is under way to "explore the
possibilities of an improved grading
system" in the junior highs. Some
communities, such as Anne Arandel
County (with the exception of Annapolis) and Greenville, South Carolina,
already have the SU and narrative-type
report card, respectively, in their junior
high schools. St. Paul, Minnesota, has
carried OSU (Outstanding, Satisfactory, and Unsatisfactory) all the way
through senior high.
But some school superintendents
and principals have bucked the trend
of the modernists, and some have tried
new-type report cards or conferences
and given them up.
Robert J. Newbury, principal of the
Edith C. Baker School in Brookline,
Massachusetts, told me he had experimented with a letter to parents, in place
of a report card, for three years but
abandoned it because "we couldn't get
the parents to recognize failure in a
letter-type form." His school now uses
the ABC system.
Satisfaction from Accomplishment
Superintendent of Schools W. T.
White, of Dallas, Texas, told me SU
report cards were used in Dallas prior
to his appointment in 1945. "I met
with the parents and we talked it over
—and then we went back to competitive report cards," he said. "The
children get satisfaction out of accomplishment. It's the American way—
recognition to those who work hard
and earn and deserve it."
Denver, Colorado, abandoned a narrative-type report card and restored an
ABC system after a 1950 publicopinion survey. In Seattle, Washington, Superintendent of Schools Samuel
E. Fleming said to me, "I met with the
parents and teachers over two or three
years and I found that they favored
competition. So that's what we have."
In Memphis, Tennessee, I found a
report-card system virtually unbudged
by modernist or Progressive notions.
True, Memphis did try conferences
three years ago at the Grahamwood
School but abandoned tjiem after
twelve weeks as ineffective.! The city
has a straight ABCDF system for
grades one through twelve.
"Don't you feel old-fashioned in the
face of all these new trends?" I asked
Superintendent Ernest C. Ball.
He replied, "The school's job is to
create a desire to achieve, to do every
job well. We haven't found any way to
sugar-coat this process. As for competition, if it's in a normal and healthy
situation I can see no objection at all.
Distinctions are constantly being made
among children on the playgrounds—
some are better at sports than others.
And some are bound to be better
scholastically. They've got to find out
sooner or later."
A
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All-out Action...
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with Texaco flMI CHIEF gasoline...

100% aiMATE-CONTROLLED
THERE'S

*^

extra liveliness in all your driving — with Fire Chief gasoline

in your tank. You get quick starts . . . strong, smooth getaways .
hustling hillpower! You can count on this liveliness wherever
you fill 'er up, too — for Fire Chief is 100% Climate-Controlled in
all 48 states! Fire Chief sells at regular gasoline prices. Fill up
soon — at your Texaco Dealer, the best friend your car has ever had.

TEXACO DEALERS in all 48 states
Texoco Products ore olio distributed in Canada and Latin America
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